
Commercial Services 
AUSTRALIAN CLEANING SERVICES 
Industrial & Commercial Cleaners 

 

A WELL SANITISED KITCHEN 
 
A well-sanitised environment amongst other things is essential for success in the 
hospitality industry. At Australian Cleaning Services group we work nonstop to ensure 
that visitors and guests have nothing short of a stellar imagery of your facility. Our 
hospitality cleaning services promise to recreate that heavenly scenery of sparkling 
rooms, well-tended lawns/pavements, and lushly scented patios, guaranteed to leave a 
lasting impression on your clients. 
 

PROFESSIONAL MEDICAL SERVICES 
 
Medical facilities like the patients they house need constant care and attention from 
trained professionals. We understand this, and it’s we’ve continued to invest significant 
resources in the training of our service personnel; this coupled with our experience and 
commitment to utilizing only A-grade equipment make Australia Cleaning Services group 
the leading name in Medical cleaning services in Brisbane and its environs.  
 
Our team uses specially formulated non-toxic, yet effective cleaning solutions to ensure 
your health facility stays 100% free of germs and pathogens. In addition, we also 
undertake general cleaning services like landscaping, floor and wall polishing, window 
cleaning, building maintenance, etc. all at a pocket -friendly cost. Ours is a holistic 
approach where the emphasis is on safety and maintaining a conducive environment for 
your staff, patients, and visitors. 
 

RETAIL CLEANING SERVICES 
 

Australia Cleaning Services group retail cleaning division holds a rich history of being the 
choice retail cleaning option for a host of retail brands in Brisbane. Regardless of your 
cleaning needs, be it a large mall, boutique or store that needs 24 -hour routine cleaning 
or a small retail outlet requiring scheduled cleaning sessions,  Australia services group 
presents a range of customizable cleaning solutions designed to fit your needs and 
budget perfectly. 
 

EDUCATION CLEANING 
 

Education cleaning, unlike other contract cleans, requires experienced personnel with 
expertise in cleaning the populated areas that are schools. Our staff perfectly fit this 



description. We know the rudiments of cleaning institutional buildings, we also 
understand that the safety of your students and staff are critical components to ensuring 
an optimal learning environment. From colleges, high schools to primary and even 
crèches, Australia service group is more than equipped to handle any educational 
cleaning needs in Brisbane and the whole of Australia at large  
 

AGED CARECLEANING 
 

Australia Cleaning Services group is a certified provider of specialist cleaning services for 
Aged care/retirement facilities in Brisbane Australia. Our cleaning personnel well 
groomed and sensitive to the situation at aged care/retirement homes makes certain 
that the overall hygiene and cleanliness of your facility is nothing short of stellar.  
 


